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Abstract. The paper describes the model RAS often used in traffic design.It gives an analysis of its 
aermitivity, which means the determination of the divergence value of I in case of near zero ~" for the 
perturbed problem with the parameters [{aija~j}, {oi -t-~'~i}, {dj + rdj}].It examines the optimum 
value of the aingie-purpme function of the geometrical programming problem belonging to the modell 
RAS by meaus of the Mills-]ormula pertaining to the geometrical programming problem.By using 
the result obtained it gives a formula for the derivative of I(v) depending on v. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Prediction of input-output tables is a common task in the examination of traffic structures and 
branch links.By input-output tables a table is meant he elements of which contain the numerical 
values of quantities flowing between given input and output points. The aim of prediction is 
to predict the distribution of the quantity in flow for a future point of time on the basis of the 
present state. 
Depending on what future data are known,two types of model can be applied for the purpose 
of prediction: the increment factor type and the gravitation type,which is described in details 
in [1].This paper deals only with the model RAS, which belongs to the models of the increment 
factor type. 
An invariably interesting problem is the following:how does the solution change with and how 
sensitive is to a slight change in the parameters of the problem? The paper performs asensitivity 
analysis on the model in addition to describing the model RAS, making use of the identification 
of the model under examination as being equivalent to a geometrical programming problem by 
[21. 
In the following matrices and vectors are printed in bold capital and small letters, respectively. 
2. THE MODEL RAS 
The input points 11, I2,... ,/,n and the output points J1, J~,... , 3", are given.The quantity in 
flow at present from point Ii to point Jj shall be denoted by the number 
aij _> 0 (i = 1,2, . . . .  rn ; j  = 1,2,... ,n). 
The values alj are summed up in the input-output table A = {a i j}  (in the following O-D 
table,denoting origin and destination). 
The quantity )"]~=i a~j is the total input of the point Ii (i = 1,2 ... .  , m),and ~im__l a~j is the 
total output of the point Jj (j = 1, 2 ... .  , n),which are called the boundary values of the O-D 
table.We take )"~=i Eim-_l aiJ = A. 
Let us suppose that in a future point of time ol > 0 (i = 1,2,... ,m) is the total input of the 
point h and dj > 0 (j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) is the total output of the point Jj and the condition 
f f i  n 
Eo i  = Ed j  = If (1) 
i=1 j= l  
is satisfied. 
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Our task is to predict a future X = {xij} O-D table on the basis of the values A = {aij},o = 
{od,a = {d j} .  
The notation are contained in Figure 1. 
• h . . -  J j  . . .  Jn  
: : 
Is On  . . ,  oQ . . .  o ,~ '  O i  
Figure 1. 
[0, I.-. I.-. 
• h . . .  J j  . . .  ~ 
XI1 . • • X I )  • • • X~ 
Xil • • • Xi| • • • Xm 
xm~ . . .  x,~j . . .  i xm, 
Prediction is given on the basis of the following hypothesis: -the boundary values of table 
X = {x/j} are the same as the boundary values o = {ol},d = {dj} of the future, -the prediction 
table X = {xij} is considered correct if it contains the smallest number of " surprises" as compared 
with the present able A = {aij }. 
aij /A  and xij / K ( i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m; j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) can be considered to be the relative frequency 
or rather probability of the event that a unit quantity flows from point Ii to point J j .By using 
the /-divergence definition of information gain,the excess information (surprise) of the future 
probabilities {x~j/K} as compared to the present probabilities {aij/.4} is given by the information 
gain 
I(XIIA) = ~ log ~."  
j= l  i= l  ,t~. A 
Therefore the table X = {zij} satisfying the hypothesis i to be defined so that it minimizes 
the above function. 
According to the above, the model RAS can be mathematically given as follows: 
In case of given A = {aij} and o = {oi}, d = {dj} satisfying (1),the values zii > 0 (i = 
1, 2, . . .  , m; j  = 1, 2, . . .  , n) are determined so that for the conditions 
(E =I = o, (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m), 
(2) 
E,%lX~ dj (j = 1,2,. . . ,n) 
the value of 
*s$  I^ -  K --~ ,v~ ~ (3) 
j= l  i=1  .L A 
is minimal .  
3. THE MODEL RAS AS A GEOMETRICAL  PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
Definition. 
1. The mathematical model described by (2) and (3) is consisten~ if there is a solution to 
X = {z~j } which is zij > 0 if a~j > 0 and z~j = 0 if aij = 0. 
2. The mathematical model described by (2) and (3) is Slater.consistent if there is a solution 
to X = {zij } which is zij > 0 if aij > 0 and zij = 0 if aij = O. 
Theorem 1 
Let us suppose that the model described by (2) and (3) is Slater-consistenLIn this case X = 
{zij} is the optimum solution to the problem if and only if it can be produced in the form 
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K 
zij = -~riaijsj (i = 1,2,... ,m;j  = 1,2,... ,n) (4) 
where ri > 0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ra), sj > 0 ( j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n). : 
PROOF. It can be seen from (4) that if there exists a solution to the problem in the form of a 
product, then if aij = 0, then perforce zij = 0.Further examination is therefore carried out only 
concerning the elements zq (i,j) E Q, where Q = {(i,j)laq > 0}. 
The problem given by (2) and (3) is a geometrical programming primal problem. The purpose 
function of (3) can be written as 
H X~ '~j t 
1[log 0,J)¢Q + E zO log A] .  
( ~ zO aij 
0,j)e¢ 
The minimum of this function is where 
1-[ x~ j
log (i,j)eQ + E xqlog A (5) 
( E a,---;" 
The geometrical programming primal problem is to determine the values zij(i, j) E Q that (5) 
is minimum satisfying(2). 
Let us set the dual pair of the above geometrical programming primal problem. The dual 
variables are denoted ui (i = 1,2,.. .  ,m) and vj (j = 1,2,. . .  ,n). 
The geometrical programming dual problem is to determine the values 
ui(i = 1, 2,... , m) vj (j = 1,2,... , n) that satisfying the condition 
,4  
E exp(ui + vj - log " ' )  __< 1 (6) 
air (ij)~Q 
the value of the single-purpose function 
n rrt 
+ o,u, (7) 
j= l  /=1 
is maximum. 
The coefficients of the above geometrical programming problem are contained in Figure 2. 
The geometrical programming primal problem set up by (2) and (5) is Siafer-reaular in ac- 
cordance with theorem 1.The dual problem set up by (6) and(?) is also Sister-regular because 
choosing the values of ui (i = 1, 2, . . . .  m) and vj (j = 1, 2,... , n) to be arbitrary, very large 
numbers and in accordance with m, n being finite, the inequality 
A 
E exp(ui + vj - log " - )  < 1 
aij (id)~Q 
must hold. 
Because of the Slater-regularifv ofthe primal and dual problems there exists a pair of optimum 
solutions.As a consequence of the duality theorem of geometrical programming, the optimum 
values z O (i, j) E Q satisfy the relationship 
exp( , + vj - log A)  x,j = (8) 
aq (id)¢Q 
for every zq. 
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Let us introduce the notation 
,'i = exp(ui) (i = 1,2,... ,m), 
sj =exp(vj)  ( j=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n )  (9) 
by means of which the relationship to be proved is obtained from (8) 
K 
z O=-~r ia i j s j  ( i - l ,2 , . . . ,m; j= l ,2 , . . . ,n ) .  
In the knowledge of the optimum values z0 the minimum I(XHA ) can be given in the following 
form 
1 n sj ~..~'~aijri m ri n minI(XllA) = -~(~"~ log r, + ~ ~ a,js~ log s~). 
d~A - -  
j= l  i=1 i=1 j= l  
Statement (4) can be written as follows: if R denotes tile diagonal matrix of the numbers ri 
and S denotes that of the numbers j, as well as A = {ai jK /A},  then relationship (4) has the 
form 
X = I'tAS. 
This formula gives the name RAS. 
4.THE SOLUTION ALGORITHM OF THE MODEL RAS 
Let us assume that the model RAS given by (2) and (3) is consistent. 
Let us introduce the notation 
K 
a i j - '~ 'a  0 ( i - l ,2 , . . . ,m; j= l ,2 , . . . ,n ) .  
Now the determination of the values X = {xij } giving the solution to the problem can be 
reduced to the solution of tile system of equations 
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( ~"]~=x zij = o, (i = 1,2, . . .  ,m), 
(10) 
~']~=1 zij = dj (j = 1,2, . . .  ,n), 
(11) zij =r ia i j s j  ( i= l ,2 , . . . ,m; j=  1,2,. . .  ,n). 
By substituting (11) into (10) the system of equations 
oi (i = 1,2,. m), r i=  n "" , 
E a i j s j  
j=l 
s j -  rndJ ( j=  l ,2 , . . .  ,n) 
E riai j  
i--1 
is obtained, the solution to which can be produced by iteration. 
The first step of the iteration is giving r~ °) (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , m).It is customary to take r (°) = o.The 
kth step of the iteration is 
s k) = d# 
_(k-x) 
.2.,. r iai j  
$ ! 
~k) oi 
r -" n 
E aiJS~ k) 
j----1 
( j  = 1 ,2 , . . .  
(i = 1,2, . . .  ,m), 
z~) (k)_ (k) (i 1,2, ,m; j  = 1,2,. ,n). = r i aljsj = . . . . .  
The above iteration was used for the solution of the problem as early as in the '30s.If the system 
of conditions (10) is consistent, the iteration in X = {zij } is convergent and unambiguous,which 
is proved by (3) by making use of the geometrical property of/-divergence. 
The optimum values ri and sj are unambiguously determined only to the extent of a positive 
constant factor c ,as if rl (i = 1,2, . . . .  m) and sj (j = 1,2, ... ,n) are solutions to the problem, 
then ri = t ie (i = 1,2, . . .  ,m) and $j = s j /c  (j = 1,2, . . .  ,n)are evidently solutions as well. 
Taking (9) into consideration,it follows that the dual problem is not optimized by a single pair 
of vectors u = {u~},v = {vj}, either.If the above iteration is considered to be the solution 
method of a mathematical programming problem-pair,it can be classified as a method of the dual 
type.Computing engineering experience shows namely that in every step of the iteration not only 
the equilibrium equations (8) are satisfied, but the condition equation of the dual problem (6) as 
well.The value of the dual purpose function takes on its maximum by increasing step by step.The 
iterated values X(:) = {x~J )} (l = 1,2, . . .  , k , . . .  ) satisfy either the conditions concerning the line 
sums or the column sums among the primal condition equations (10) depending on whether the 
iteration was started from the starting value r (°) = o or s (°) = d. 
The model RAS is consistent if the following Konig-problem can be solved: 
Let the persons I1, I2, . . .  ,Im possess amounts of money oi > 0 (i = 1, 2, . . .  , rn) respectively, 
which they wmlt to deposit in banks they find reliable. We take the capacity of the banks 
J1, J2 , . . .  , Jn to be dj > 0 (j = 1, 2, . . .  , n).The person h finds the bank Jj reliable if aij > 0.The 
(i, j )  element of the qualification matrix of the Konig-problem shall be 1 if aij > 0 and 0 if aij = O. 
5. SENSIT IV ITY  ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL RAS 
Let the model RAS determined by the values A = {alj}, o = {o i}  , d = {dj} be given and 
further on it will be called problem of parameters [A,o,d] = [{a/j}, {o,}, {dj}].Let us assume 
that the given problem has an optimum solution.to will designate the common optimum value of 
the primal and dual single-purpose function and I will designate the optimum value of I(XIIA ). 
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Let II, = {aij}, 5 = {51} and a = {dj} be given and of the same dimensions as the matrices 
A,o, d or rather the vectors. 
The task of the sensitivity analysis is:let us determine the value of l(r) for a near zero 7" for 
the problem of the following parameters 
[{a,ja;j}, {o, + + ,Jj}] 
which is called the perturbed problem. 
Now we shall first perform the analysis of to(r) by means of the Mills-formula set up in (2) 
relating to the geometrical programming problem and then, using the result obtained the r 
derivative of I(r) will be determined. 
Let us have a look at the Mills-/ormula first: 
We take a geometrical programming problem of given coefficients [A,b, c] and of given par- 
tition which satisfies the Tucker regularity conditions.Then for arbitrary, but fixed perturbation 
coefficients [A, l~, E] there exists an interval [0, r0) so that the problem of coefficients [A + rA, b + 
rl~, cq-~'E] is consistent and both the perturbed primal and dual problems have optimum solutions 
for all ~" E [0, To). If ~(~') designates the optimum value of the single-purpose function belonging 
to % then 
lira ~(r )  - .~(0) = marx min(x~ + yb - yAz) 
r - *0  T yE:U  • re . "  
where P and D are sets of the optimum primal and dual solutions,respectively. 
5.1. The Modified Model RAS (MRAS) 
For the sake of the applicability of the Mills-formula a model is to be constructed which 
a) ~s equivalent with the model [A, o, d] RAS, 
b) can be reduced to a geometrical programming problem where both the primal and the dual 
problems have only one optimum solution each. 
In the interest of the above the condition system of equations (2) of the model given by (2) 
and (3) is to be changed.The new model obtained is called modified model RAS (MRAS),which 
can be mathematically given as follows: 
Let us determine the values ~ij > 0 (i = 1,2 . . . .  ,m;j  = 1,2,... ,n) for given.A = {aij} and 
for o = {oi} and d = {dj} satisfying (1) so that for the conditions 
i n ~ij = oi (i = 2, 3,... , rn), j=l 
~'~n=l ~,j = dj (j = 2,3,... ,n), 
(12) 
n m 
~ xij - K (13) 
j----1 i= l  
the value of 
log (14) 
z-~ K 
j-----I i----I A 
is minimum. 
It is easy to prove that the model MRAS is equivalent with the model RAS,i.e. MRAS¢~ 
RAS.As the single-purpose functions (3) and (14) are the same,only the equivalence of the con- 
dition equations i left to be shown. 
The fact that (2)=~ (12),(13) is evident as (2) contains the equations (12),and (13) is obtained 
by summing the first m pieces or the last n pieces of (2). 
To prove (12),(13)=~ (2) we have to realize that if (12) and (13) are valid, then the relationships 
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~ = o~, (15) 
j= l  
~.  = dx, (16) 
i= l  
are also valid.Let us now assume the opposite,i.e. 
n 
~1i = 01 # oi. (1T) 
j--1 
Let us now add equation (15) to the first equation m - 1 of (12). It gives 
n rn 
j----I i=1 i=2 
which transposed and taking (1) into account gives 
bl "- I~-- E oi -" Ol. 
i=2 
This, howewer, contradicts (17),therefore (15) is valid.The validity of (16) can be proved like- 
wise. 
It is also shown that the model MILKS satisfies condition h) as well.Our s~aalysis performed 
for the elements zij ( i , j )  E Q only,where Q = {(i , j ) [a# > 0}. 
The model MRAS can be reduced to the following geometrical programming primal problem: 
let us determine the values ~/j (i, j) E Q so that (12) and (13) being valid, 
I-[ z ij 
+ log ±l 
(ij)eQ (i,j)eQ (/J)¢Q 
is minimum. 
If ~i (i = 2, 3,.. .  , m) ~j (j = 2, 3,.. .  , n) and a designate the dual variables, then the dual 
pair of the above geometrical programming primal problem is: let us determine the values fi~, ~j 
and a so that satisfying the condition 
ftl n 
• a l l ,  ail log -~)+ (~ + ,og-y~ + ~(~/+ ,, + log -y )+ ~(0~ +,~ + 
i=2 j=2 
ft fB 
+ EE(U i  + ~j "J- O~ + log - -~)  __~ 1, 
j=2  i=2 





The variables and coefficients of the above pair of problem are included in Figure 3. 
~qWA 21:1-0 








ha 3 h 0 . . . . . % OI 
Figure 3. 
Supposing the primal problem is Slaier regular, the problem possesses an optimum solution.The 
following equilibrium equations are valid for the primal and dual variables: 
exp(o + log y)IC = 511, 
exp(& + ac + log y)Ii’ = 5~1 (i = 2,3,. . . ,??a), 
exp(Q + ff + log y)K = frj (j = 2,3, . . . , n), (Cd E Q 
(18) 
exp(Ci + 6j + CY + log y)K = Zij (i = 2,3, . . . , m; j = 2,3, . . . , VI). 
Let us introduce the following notations 
{ 
i;i = exp(iii) 
Sj = @XP(Gj) 
using which (18) can be written as follows: 
(i = 2,3,. . . , m), 
(j=2,3 ,... ,n), (19) 
$FiClil exp(a) = Zil (;=2,3 ,... ,m), 
I 
+ljSj exp(a) = Zlj 
(48 E & 
(j = 2,3 ,... ,n), 
$Fi&jSj exp(o) = &j (i=2,3 ,... ,m;j=2,3 ,... ,n). 
Let us take fl = 1 and Br = 1 (hence ii1 = 61 = O),then the above equations can be written in 
the form of a single equation 
Xij - = $FiQjiij exp(o). (20) 
su?: form because if a 
is capable of not only producing the elements fij (i, j) E Q, but all fij can be given in 
The value; Zij , i$ and 
** = 0,then fij follows from (20). 
z = gj exp(a) optimizing the problem can be determined by the iteration 
set forth in section 4. The iteration gives a single value in jEij .Taking the relationship PI = II = 1 
into consideration,there is a single solution to the values Oi, Csj, and a, respectively. 
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Let A, 5 and a be given so that 
is satisfied. 
1"71, 11. 
= = (21)  
i----1 j= l  
&(r) designates the optimum value of the single-purpose function of the geometrical program- 
ming problem belonging to the problem MRAS of the parameters [{a/jab} , 
+ {di + 
The Mills-formula is applied to the problem. 
After linearization we obtain 
log 
ri rtl ~ m 
E E aija b E E aij log aij - A log aij 
j= l i= l  ~, log--A -I- T j= l i= l  
aij a~j aij A 
by means of which the relationship 
l im&(r) -W(0)  =K ~ (.a~ $, i ) loga i i+y~is i+~-~ojd j+a[ ( .  (22) 
r--*0 r If 
( i j )¢Q i=2  j=2 
5.g. Variation of the Optimum Value Z(XIIA) of the Model RAS 
On the basis of relationship (22) first a fornmla is given for the variation of the optimum value 
the single-purpose function of the model RAS. 
Lemma 
Let xii (i, j) E Q be the optimum solution of the geometrical programming primal problem 
belonging to the model RAS of parameters [A, o, d], and let 
ui (i = 1,2,.. . ,  m) end v i (j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) be the optimum solutions of the dual problem.Ifw.(r) 
is the optimum value of the single-purpose function of the perturbed problem [{aljhb} , {oi + 
r6i}, {d i + rdi}],then 
m B 
l imW(r ) -w(O)=K ~ (aij x i i ) logh#+ZuiS i+~vjd i  (23) 
r--0 r A K " 
(i,j)eQ i=1 j=l  
PROOF. As the model RAS of the parameters [A,o,d] is equivalent with the model MRAS 
constructed in 5.1, it is therefore valid for the optimum solutions of the two problems that 
xij = xii (i,j) E Q (24) 
which, considering relationships (4) and (20),gives 
K K 
-~riaijsi = "~riaiisj exp(a) (i,j) e Q. 
We take from the values ri (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m) s i (j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n) optimizing the model RAS the 
ones for which 
ri = ri 
= G exp(a) 
which gives on the basis of (9) and (19) 
ui --'-- fti 
V i "-~jq'a 
(i = l,2,... ,m), 
(j = 1,2 . . . .  ,n) 
(i = 1,2 , . . .  ,m), 
( j -  1,2,.. .  ,n). 
(25) 
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As Ul = 01 = 0,therefore it can be seen from (25) that Ul = 0 and Vl = c~.Tranaposing the 
right side of (22) by using the above and the relationships (24) and (25) 
flrt l'~ 
(~d)¢Q i=2 i=~ 
f r t  n 
_ ~)  log a,~ + ~ u,~, + ~(v~-  .,)~ + . I t  = 
(i,3)F.O i=2 i=2 
=K 
191 t~ 
Z (~ ziJ)l°g(liJI~ "~- Eu i ° i  "~ Z l ) jd j  "~'°tdl = 
( i , j )EQ i--2 j=2 
m ¢/1 
(i,j)EO i=1 j---1 
Thus (22) gives the relationship to be proved for the r derivative of ~(r). 
The fact that (23) is valid not only for the specially chosen dual variables ri, sj according to 
(25) but also for any rT, s~ optimizing the model RAS can be proved as follows: 
As it can be seen from (4), in the knowledge of the values n,  sj, rTand s~ will also be optimum 
solutions when choosing the constants r7 = rdk  , s~ = sjk, k > 0.On the bMis of relationship (9) 
t l  ~ n 
E ~',~, + Z ~ = Z ~,log,, + Z ~ log s~. 
iffil j= l  iffil j----1 
from which for rT, s~ by means of (21) 
5ilog(ri/k) + ~ dj log(silo) -
i=1 j= l  
f / l  f lg 11 n fn  
E,~, log,, - Z ~, log k + E d, log,, + E ~, logk = Eu,~,,+ E,~, .  
i----1 i=1 j--1 j----1 i=1 j= l  
Then the variation of the optimum value I = I(X[IA ) of the model RAS is given if the 
parameters [A, o, d] of the problem are slightly changed. 
Th eo flt~ ln 
Let z~ i ( i , j)  E Q be the optimum solution to the geometrical programming primal problem 
belonging to the model RAS of parameters [A, o, d] and let 
ri (i - 1,2,.. .  , m), sj (j -" 1, 2,. . .  , n) be the optimum solution to the dual problem.If I(r) 
designates the optimum value I - I(XHA ) of the perturbed problem [{aoa~}, 
{oi + ~'oi}, {dj + rdi} ] ,then 
lim I ( r ) - I (0 )  = ~ "A (~j  ? ) log&, j+  (26) 
r-..,O 7" 
( i , j )EQ 
f~'~ ~ o~ R--~.  ~ d~ ÷~(-=-  + - 
/~/ i=1 K .i=1 
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erooI 
For the model RAS of the parameters [A, o, d] there exists the following relationship 
t~ 
K 
between the optimum values I and w on the basis of (3) and (15).By means of the above 
relationship the r derivate of the function l(r) is written as follows 
lim I(r)-I(O) 
~0 T 
= l im K ' l ' r /~  K . -  
r-*O T 
= lim 1 ^ lim w(r)-w(O) lim k 
,-.o K + rK ,-o r r-o K(K + rK) "w(O)" 
Performing the boundary transitions indicated and taking relationships (23) and (19) into 
consideration we obtain 
'a// Zij 1 ,n 1 , d j _  k 
r-olimI(r)-I(O)=r ~(~ K )logao + 7(l°gII"~' + 7? logns ~ /-~(0). 
( i , i )EQ /--1 ./---1 
Making use of 
m . m __  
= E u,o, + E v,d, = log I I  tO, + log I I  ¢ 
i=l j= l  i=1 j= l  
being valid for the optimum w for r = 0 and performing all the possible reductions we obtain 
the relationship 




+ E 6iK'I?2°if( logri + E diK-dJf{K2 log sj. 
i=l j= l  
A simple factoring out from (27) gives the formula (26) to be proved. 
5.3. The Variation of the Optimum Value I(XIIA ) of the Model RAS in Some Special Gases 
In practice it also occurs that the examination ofa model RAS has to be repeatedly performed 
in a case when not all parameters [A, o, d] change,but only one component of one of the pa- 
rameters.Now e are going to examine how the optimum value I(XIIA) varies in these special 
cases.The symbols (6I)(A, o, d;p) are used to denote the directional derivatives obtained,where 
p is the changed parameter component determining the "direction" of the derivation. 
CASE 1. Let us assume that for the values A, 6 and a belonging to the model of parameters 
[A,o, d] 
are valid. 
fi}, # 1, 
alj = 1 
6i =0 
a~=o 
(i = 1,2,... ,m,i ¢ k;j = 1,2,... ,n,j • l), 
(i = 1,2,... ,m), 
(j = 1,2,... ,n) 
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If according to the above, only one element ate of the sample matrix A changes in the direction 
akt~t from (27) the relationship 
a l l  
(6I)(A,o,d;akz) = "A~a---k~ xk~)logak zK  = -~-(1 - rks~)log&ka 
directly follows. 
For the parameters o, d it cannot occur that only one o6 or da value changes as otherwise 
relationship (1) would not be valid for the perturbed problem.Therefore if ok or dt changes, the 
values {d r },{oi } necessarily have to change in some way,respectively. 
CASE 2. Let us assume that the values .~., 5 belonging to a model RAS of the parameters [A, o, d] 
are such that 
&ij =1  ( i= l ,2 , . . . ,m; j= l ,2 , . . . ,n ) ,  
5k#0,  
5 i=0 ( i= l ,2 , . . . ,m, i#k) .  
For relationship (1) to be valid for the perturbed problem [{air&rj}, 
{oi + rSi}, {d r + rdr} ] the following equation must be valid 
rn n 
(28) 
i=1  j= l  
Let us assume that the increased output of point Ik is distributed among the input points Jr 
(j = 1, 2 . . . .  , n) in proportion with the inputs so far: 
dj = Adj (j = l ,2, . . .  ,n). (29) 
Substituting (29) into (28) gives A = 5k/K, by means of which we get relationship 
dj  ^ d r =~ok ( j= l ,2 , . . . ,n ) .  
It follows that if the perturbed RAS problem is that a single ok changes into ok + rSk and dj 
(j = 1, 2 . . . .  , n) changes into d r + rdr, then from (27) we get 
Ok m Oi 
(~I)(A, o, d; ok) = ~-(log rk - ~ ~-~ log r,). 
i=l 
CASE 3. Let the values A, a belonging to tile problem RAS of parameters [A, o, d] be as follows 
&o=l  ( i= l ,2 , . . . ,m; j= l ,2 , . . . ,n ) ,  
d, #0, 
dr=o (j=l,2,...,n,j#O. 
Let us further assume that tim increased output of the point of output Jt is the result of the 
increased input of the points of input Ii (i = 1,2 . . . .  , m),which corresponds to the input rate so 
far.Performing the calculation as in Case 2. gives 
oi - (i 1,2, , m). 5i = ~-~-. dt = ... 
On the basis of the above if the perturbed problem RAS is that a single dt changes into dt + 7"dr 
and all ot change into ol + r~dz then 
dt ~ dr log s j). (6 I ) (A ,o ,d;dt )  - 7~(log s, - ~ ~" 
j= l  
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follows from (27). 
CASES 4. Finally let us examine the problem B.AS of parameters [A, o, d] if the values .~, 6 and 
a are as follows 





(i = 1,2,.. .  ,m;j = 1,2,...  ,n), 
(i = 1,2,.. .  ,m, i  ¢ k), 
( j  = 1,2, . . .  ,n , j  # t). 
As a result of satisfying (1) 6k = da.If a single ok changes into ok + rfk and a single dt changes 
into dt + rdt, the change in I(XHA ) is 
(6I)(A,o,d;ot,dt) = ~ logr tsz -  ~' i=1 ~ logri - ~ 
following from (27). 
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